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1. One-sector model of capital accumulation: an example.
We consider an economy with two factors of production, capital
and labor, that are combined to produce a single homogeneous
output. The production is executed in a sequence of periods
of equal duration. The input, consisting of capital and labor,
received at the beginning of a period results in an output
which is available at the end of that period.
At that moment the output of the preceeding period may be
allocated, entirely or partly, to consumption or to investment
in capital accumulation. Once invested the capital stock is
not longer a good that is suitable for consumption.
Let K(t) and L(t) denote the stocks of capital and labor at
the beginning of period t, then the amount of output available
at the end of that period Y(t) can be expressed by:
y(t) - F[K(t),L(t)], (1.1)
where F[.,.] are the production functions which are:
(a) Homegeneous of degree one (in economic terms: constant
returns to scale in capital and labor).
(b) Increasing in capital and labor.
(c) Concave.
Let C(t) and Z(t) denote the consumption and the investment
allocated at the beginning of period t, then the fact that
no more assumption and investment can be allocated than the
quantity of output generated by production in the preceeding
period, is expressed by the following inequality:
C(t) t Z(t) S Y(t-1) . (1.2)
If capital is subject to evaporative decay such that uK(t),
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with u10,1[, is the remaining part of K(t) at the end of
period t, then the capital stock over next period is bounded
by:
K(tfl) ~ Z(ttl) f uK(t). (1.3)
With respect to the amount of labor, we assume that population
growth is independent of the economic variables, in such a
manner that: N(ttl) - pN(t), N(t) being the population at the
beginning of period t and p being a constant growth factor.
So, starting with period t- 0, the population size may be
expressed by:
N(t) - ptN(0), t- 0,1,..., P~ 0.
Further, we assume that the number of able-bodied workers
is a fixed fraction aE[0,1] of the total population, so that
the use of labor is boundecl by:
L(t) ~ aN(t). (1.5)
Putting (1.1) to (1.5) together,,the followíng system of
inequalities appears:
C(ttl)fZ(ttl)-F[K(t), L(t)] ~ 0
K(tfl)-Z(ttl)-uK(t) ~ 0
L(ttl) ~ pt}laN(0)
t - 0,1,... (1.6)
Defining for every period the quantities:
- aggregate capital per worker: k(t):- K(t)~{ptaN(0)}
- consumption per worker : c(t):- C(t)~(ptaN(0)}
- investment per worker : z(t):- Z(t)~{ptaN(0)}
- fraction productive workers : 1(t):- L(t)~{ptaN(0)}~
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and using the constant returns to scale property (viz. 1-a)
of the production function, the restrictions (1.6) take the
followíng form:
c(ttl)fz(ttl)-(p)F[k(t),1(t)] ~ 0
k(tfl)-z(tfl)-(p)k(t) ~ 0 t - 0,1,... (1.7)
1(tfl) ~ 1
Using for every period t the same concave objective function
p[-], a planning board is supposed to maximize the function:
T
E ,rtp[ c(t)1 ,
t-1
(1.8)
which implies the use of a planning horizon T and a time
discount factor ~rE] 0, 1[ .
So, the problem consists of the finding of a path
{(c(t), z(t), k(t), 1(t))}T maximizing (1.8) subjeót to the o
inequalities (1.7), given the initial state k(0):- k, 1(0):- l.
It may also be possible that at planning period T some terminal
conditions are imposed. For instance: the terminal capital
stock per worker k(T) is not less than some prescribed minimum
k:
k(T) ~ k. (1.9)
Assuming that this economy does no cease to exist, the
fixation of the planning horizon T together with the implemen-
tation of terminal conditions introduces a certain arbitrari-
ness. For that reason, it can be useful to operate with an
infínite horizon, i.e. to look for a path
{(c(t), z(t), k(t), 1(t))}~ that maximizing:
m T
E ntp[ c(t)] :- lim E ntp[ c(t)] , (1.10)
t- 1 T-~m t- 1
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0 0
subject to (1.7 lwith given initial state k(0) - k, 1(0) - 1.
2. General structure of optimal economic growth models.
More general growth and investment models with, for instance,
several types of output, with many production factors, with
multi-period-input-output production functions and a changing
technology, and so on, can be characterized by a system of
inequalities:
B[ x(tfl );tfl] -Aj x(t) ;t] fy(ttl) - f(tfl)
x(t), y{tfl) ~ 0
together with a sequence of objective functions:
( T
( E ,rtP[ x(t) ;tl }T-i.lt-,
The quantities of this system are specified as follows:
(2.2)
a) {x(t)}o a sequence of n-dimensional vectors, representing
the "growth" path. The initial economic state vector x(0)
is supposed to be a fixed c~uantity.
b) {y(t)}~ a sequence of m-dimensional slack vectors
c) B(-;t]: R} y Rm, t- 1,2,..., a sequence of convex functions
n md) A] .;t] : R} -~ R, t- 0, 1, ..., a sequence of concave
functions, such that, for every x, y E R}: .
A( xty;t] ? A[ x;t] , t- 0,1,... (2.3)
e) {f(tj }~ a bounded sequence of right-hand vectorsi
f) p[ .; t] : R} -~ R' , t- 1, 2,... , a sequence of concave
objective functions. The discount factor n is supposed to
be a number in the open interval ]0,1[.
t - 0,1,... (2.1)
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Sequences {(x(t),y(t))}~ c R}}m which satisfy (2.1) for some
x(0) E R} will be called feasible solutions. Given the initial
vector x(0): - x E R}, we shall call a feasible solution
m o
{(x(t),y(t))} a superior solution with respect to x, if fori - - - ~
the same initial vector no feasible solution {(x(t),y(t))}- i
exists, such that for some e~ 0 and some integer S~ 1:
E~rtp[ x(t) ;t] ~ et E,rtp( x(t) ;tl , T- s, stl,... (2.a)
t-~ - t-~
Clearly, in this manner, the maximizing of an objective function
(viz. ~1) is replaced by a process of mutually comparization
of feasible solutions with respect to a sequence of objective
functions.
3. Duality relations.
As pointed out elsewhere (viz, ref. 7, ~25) programming problem
(2.1), (2.2), gives rise to the so called dual problem which
can be formulated as seeking for a sequence of vectors
{u(t)}W c Rm and a sequence of numbers {u(t)}~, satisfying:i i
u(t)'B[ z;t]-u(ttl)'A[ z;t]tu(t)?~rtp[ z;t] , for all z E R}
u(t) ~ 0, U(t) ~ 0
and minimizing a"dual objective function"
T
u(1)'A(x(0);0] f E {u(t)tf(t)'u(t)},
t-i
or, in the infinite horizon case, minimizing:





Sequences {(u(t),u(t))}~ which satisfy (3.1), will be calledi ~
feasible solutions of dual problem. A sequence {(u(t),u(t))}1
will be called a dual superior solution if he is feasible and
if no dual feasible solution {(u(t),u(t))}~ exists such that,- i
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for some e~ 0 and some integer S~ 1:
T
u(1)'A[x(0);01 t E u(t)tf(t)'u(t) ~-
t-i -
e t u(1)'A[x(0);0] f
T
t E u(t)tf(t)'u(t), T- S, Sfl,... (3.4)
t-i
mfmtnt 1Defining the sequence of functions v[~,.,-,.;t]: R} -~ R1,
t- 1,2,... such that for all u, w E Rm, z E R}, u E Rt:
V[ u r W r Z r U i t] ~- u' B[ 2; t]-W' A[ Z; t]- Tf tp[ Z; t] f}.1 , t- 1, 2,...,
(3.5)
straightforward calculations show that for any pair of
feasible solutions {(x(t),y(t))}~ c R}tm,
i
{(u(t),u(t))}~ c R}}m of ( 2.1) and ( 3.1) resp.:
T T
E ntp[x(t);t] - u(1)'A[x(0);Ol f E{u(t)tf(t)'u(t)} -
t-1 t-1
T T
- E u(t)'y(t) - E v[u(t),u(tfl),x(t),u(t);t] -
t-1 t-1
- u(Ttl)'A[x(T);T], T - 1,2,...(3.6)
With the help of these equalities it can be demonstrated that
the definitions of superiority, and the specifications 2-a,
to 2-f, imply a number of properties concerning superiority:
4. A sufficient condition for superiority.
Now, we consider the case that the functions A(.;t] and B[~;t]
satisfy at least one of the following conditions:
A[ xty;t] ~ A[ y;t] , for all x,y E R}, t- 1,2,..., (4.1)
B[ xty;t] ~ B[ y;t] , for all x,y E R}, t- 1,2,..., (4.2)
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Under these conditions one can deduce that the equalities of
(3.6) imply, for every pair of feasible solutions
{(x(t),y(t))}~ and {(u(t),u(t))}~ of the primal problem (i.e.i i
the problem of g2) and the dual problem, the following
properties:
a) If the functions A[.;t] satisfy (4.1):
T T
E ntP[x(t);t]~u(1)'A[x(0);0]f E{U(t)tf(t)'u(t)}, T- 1,2,....
t-i - t-i
b) If the functions B[~;t] satisfy (4.2):
T Ttl
E~rtp[ x(t);t] ~u(1)'A[ x(0);0]t E{u(t)tf (t)'u(t) }, T- 1,2,....
t-i - t-i
c) If at least one of the conditions (4.1) or (4.2) is satis-
fied, then feasible solutions {(x(t),y(t))}~ and
~ 1
{(ií(t),u(t))} of the primal and the dual problem for whichi
the sequences of objective functions are convergent, and
for which:
u(t)'y(t) - o, v[u(t),u(tfl),íc(t),u(t);t] - o, t-1,2,...
u(ttl)'A(x(t);t] -~ 0, for t -~ ~ ,
(4.3)
are both superior solutions.
Motivation with respect to property (c): By virtue of (3.6)
the conditíons concerning the feasible solutions imply:
T T
lim E ntp[k(t);t]-u(1)'A[x(0);OJtlim E {u(t)ff(t)'Q(t)}. (4.4)
Ti~ t-1 T-~m t-1
By property ( a) or by property (b), the latter excludes the
existence of feasible solutions {(x(t),y(t))} and
{(u(t),u(t))} as mentioned in the definitions of superiority
(2.4) and (3.4).
r
Next paragraphe shall give a very special feasible solution
which satisfy the sufficient conditions for superiority of
(c).
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5. Balanced superior solutions for time-invariant programming
problems.
The programming problem of g2 is called time-invariant
if it can be written in the form:
B[x(1)]ty(1) - ftA[x(0)]
B[ x(tfl)] -A[ x(t)] fy(tfl) - f
t - 1,2,...
x(t),y(t) ~ 0
with the sequence of objective functions:
T ~
E ~rtp[ x(t)] T-1 .
t-1
(5.2)
Now, the corresponding dual problem of ~3 takes the form:
u(t)'B[ z]-u(tfl)'A[ z]fu(t)~~rtp[ z] , for all z E R}
u(t) ~ 0




u(1)'A[x(0)] t E{u(t)ff'u(t)}~ T- 1,2,... (5.4)
t-1
The functions A[ .], B[ .], and p[ .] are supposed to satisfy
the conditions 2-c, d, f. ~
For these programming problems non-negative solutionsti ti(x,y) E R}}m, ( u,u) E Rt}m of the system:
B[ x] -A[ x] ty - f
u' {B[ z] -~rA[ z] }fU ~ p[ z] , for all z E R}








(u (t) ,u(t) ) :- ~t(u,u)
(5.6)
are feasible solution of (5.1) and (5.2), which satisfy the
sufficient condition for superiority mentioned in 44.
The non-negative solution (x,y), (u,u) will be called an
ectuilibrium combination and sequences generated by (5.6):
balanced superior (or optimal) solutions.
The main result in this study can be formulated as follows:
If the programming problems consisting of (5.1), (5.2) and of
(5.3), (5.4) satisfy the conditions:
a) A[ .] and p[ .] are concave ; B[ -] is convex;
b) A[ 0] - 0, B[ 0] - 0, p[ 0] - 0.
c ) A[ . ] , B[ . ] , and p[ . ] are continuous .
d) For every x, y E R}: A[ xty] ~ A[ x] , or:
for every x, y E R~: B[ xty] ~ B[ x] .
e) The system {B[ x] -nA[ x] ~ f, x~ 0} is solvable.
f) A number u~ 0, vectors u~ 0, v~ 0 exist, such that:
u' {B[ z] -A[ z1 }fu ~ v' z for-all z E R}.
- p~z1
Then an equilibrium combination exists, The proof is constituted
by ~6 to ~9. A numerical example can be found in ~12.
6. Reduction to a convex programming problem in a finite
dimensional space.
For any vector w E Rm, we consider the following convex
programming problem in a finite dimensional Eudiclean space:
~[ w] :- suP q[ x:w] I B[ x] -A( x] tY - f, x, y~ 0, (6. 1)
(x.Y) -
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and its dual problem:
~[ wJ :- inf u}f'u
(u,u)
u' {B[ z] -A[ z] }tu ~ q[ z;w] , for all z~ 0
u, u ~ 0, (6.2)
where the functions A[ ~], B[ ~] satisfy the conditions 5-a to
5-c, and where q[.;-]: R}}m -~ R is supposed to be concave,
continuous, and such that for all w E Rm: q(O;w] - 0.
We call the problems (6.1), (6.2) regular for some w E R} if:
(6.1) possesses a feasible solution x,y with y~ 0, and if,
in addition, a number u~ 0 and vectors u~ 0, v~ 0 exist
satisfying.
u' {B[ z] -AI z] }fu - q[ z;wl ~ v' z, for all z~ 0 (6.3)
Now, we can memorate some well known properties:
a) If the problems (6.1) and (6.2) regular for some w E Rm,
then: ~[ w] -~[ w] , the problems both possess optimal
solutions, moreover: feasible solution (x,y), (u,u) of (6.1)
and (6.2) both are optimal if, and only if:
u'y - 0, u' {B[ x] -A[ x] }fu - q[ x;w] ,
b) Let W c Rm be a compact set such that int(W) ~ fd and such
that, for all w E W, the problems (6.1) and (6.2) are
regular. Denoting the power set of a set S by II(S), let
M'U: W-~ ]T(RI}m) be the multi-function defined by:
MU[ w] :- ~ (L ~u) E
Rlfm
l f
u' {B[ z] -A( z] }fu?q[ z;wl , z E R} .
- ~. (6.4)
uff'u - ~y( w]
Then this multi-function is upper semicontinuous on W. (viz.
ref. 1, page 109-116). Moreover, for every w E W is MU[w]
convex and non-empty. Note: MU[w] is the set of optimal
solutions of (6.2) belonging to W.
From now on, we shall specify the function q[~;~] by:
q[ x;wl :- p[ x]-(1-n)w'A[ xl ~(x,w) E R}tm
~ (6.5)
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p[.] being the original objective function satisfying 5-a, b, c.
7. Proposition.
System 5.5, which satisfies 5-a, b, c, possesses a non-negative
solution if, and only if, a w E R} exists, such that the
corresponding problems (6.1), (6.2) with q[-;.J specified by
(6.5), possesses ar. optimal solution (x,y), (u,u), satisfying
u - w.
Proof Necessary: Let (x,y), (u ,u) be a non-negative solution
of (5.5). Then, the definitions (5.5), (6.1), (6.2) and (6.5)
and propertv 6-a imply: for w:- u, the vectors (x,y), (u,u)
are optimal solutions.
Sufficient: Let (x,y), (u,u) be optimal solutions of (6.1) and
(6.2) with q[ ~;w] specified by p( .]-(1-~r)u'A[ ~] . Then, (u,u)
satisfies u{B[ z] -~rA[ z] }fu ~ p[ zl , for all z E R}. Moreover,
the optimality implies, by virtue of property 6-a: u'y - 0,
u' {B[ x] -nA[ x] }fu-p[ x] - u' {g[ x] -A[ x] }fu-p[ x] t(1-~r) u'A[ x] - 0.
Thus, it appears that (x,y), (u ,u) is a non-negative solution
of 5.5.
8. Proposition.
Suppose the programming problems (6.1), (6.2) with q[.;~]
specified by (6.5) satisfy 5-a, b, c. Then, the existence of
a set W c R} satisfying:
a) W is compact, convex, and int(W) ~ p.
b) For every w E W, the problems (6.1), (6.2) are regular.
c) For every w E W: MU[w] c R1 x W. (viz. def. 6.4),
implies the existence of a non-negative solution of 5.5.
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Proof: By virtue of property 6-b, suppositíon (b) implies:
( 1) t~ÍU[ ~]: W-~ ]I (RI }m) is upper semicontinuous on W.
(2) For every w E W: MU[w] is non-empty and convex.
Defining the multi-function U[ ~] : W-~ II(Rm) by:
U[ w] :- {u E RmIRI x{u} n MU[ wl ~~},
it is clear that (1) and (2) imply:
( 3) U[ .]: W-~ II(Rm) is upper semicontinuous on W.
(4) For every w E W: U[w] is non-empty and convex.
Moreover, supposition (c) and definition (8.1) imply:
(5) For every w E W; U[ ce] c W.
(8.1)
Thus, by virtue of Kakutani's fixed point theorem (ref, 1,
page 174) the properties (3), (4) and supposition (a) imply
the existence of a w E W such that w E U[w], and so, by virtue
of proposition 7 and the definitions (6.4) and (8.1), the
existence of a feasible solution of (5.5), as well.
9. Theorem.
If system (5.5) (and so the programming problem 5.1 to 5.4)
satisfies the conditions 5-a to 5-f, then an equilibrium
combination exists, and so a balanced superior solution for
programming problem (5.1) to (5.4) as well.
Proof: First we assume that 5-d is satisfied by the function
A[.], With this assumption, we shall construct a set W c Rm
which satisfies the conditions formulated in proposition 8.
Let x 2 0, y~ 0, satisfy B[ x] -~rA[ x] ty - f(supposition 5-e) ,
then: for every combination (w, uw, uw) such that w E Rm,
(Uw, uw) E MU[ w] (MU[ .] defined by 6.4) :
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f'uw - uW{B[ x] -~rA[ xj tY} -
- uW{B[ x] -A[ x] }fuW{Yf ( 1-~r)A[ x] } ~
~ p[ x] -(1-~r)w'A[ x] tuW{Yf (1-n)A[ x] }-uw (9.1)
Let u~ 0, v~ 0 be vectors and let u~ be a number such that
u' {B[ z] -A[ z] }-p( z] fu ~ v' z, for all z E R} (supposition 5-f ).
Then, the supposition 5-d concerning A[~] implies that
u' {B[ z] -A[ zl }fu-p[ zl t(1-~r)w'A[ z] ~ v' z, for all w E Rm
- - - (9.2)
and all z E Rn.f
So (u,u) is a feasible solution for all programming problem5(6.2)
with w E Rm. This implies:
uwtf'uw ~ uff'u for all (uw,uw) E M'U[w], w E R}
Combining the latter inequality with (9.1) we find:
utf'u ~ p[x]-(1-n)w'A[x]fuW{Yf(1-~r)A[x]}, (9.3)
for all (uw,uw) E MU[ w] .
Let e be a positive number (small enough) such that
Yt(1-n)A[ x] ~(lte) (1-~r)A[ x] (this is possible by y~ 0) .
Defining z:- Yt(1-n)A[x], inequality (9.3) implies:
~Z,u ~ z w ~ ~tf'u-p[ X] .w - lte
for all uw E U[ w] , w E Rm.
Defining the set
(9.4)
W:- {w E Rmlz'w ~ lÉE (uff'u-p[x])}~ (9.5)
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inequality ( 9.4) implies
z'uw ~(É f 1) (f'u-p[ x] ), for all (uw,uw) E MU[w] , (9.6)
provided w E W. Concerning the set W in (9.5) we have:
a) For every w E W: MU[ w] C itl x W,
Since y~ 0, (1-~r)A[x] ~ 0, the definitions of z and W imply:
b) W is compact, convex, and int(W) ~ jd.
The suppositions 5-e, f, and the suppositions 5-b, d concerning
A[ ~] , imply:
c) For every w E W the problem (6.1), (6.2), with q[-;.]
specified by (6.5) are regular.
Thus, by virtue of proposition 8, we may conclude:
system (5.5) possesses a non-negative solution.
Note; in case assumption 5-d is satisfied by function B[~],
one can start from the programming problem:
max n p[ x] -(,1-~ - 1) w' B[ x]
and its dual form:
min utf'u
B[ x] -A[ x] fy - f
x, y ~ 0
u' {B[ z] -A( z] }tu ?,-1~P[ z] -(,1~-1)w'B[ z] , for all z~ 0
u ~ 0, u ~ 0,
instead of (6.1) and (6.2). One may verify that the proof
can be constructed ín similar manner as in ~7 to ~9.
10. Kuhn-Tucker re resentation.
In many cases it is possible to express the conditions
concerning the dual part of an equilibrium combination in
terms of the derivatives of A[ -], B[ .], and p[ .].
- 15 -
More precisly:
If a point (x,y) E R}tm satisfies the following conditions:
a) B( x] - A( x] f y- f.
b) System B[ x] -~rA[ x] ~ f t(1-~r)A[ x] , x~ 0, is solvable.
c) The functions A[ .] , B[ ~] , and p[ ~] are differentiable in
x; the derivatives in x are denoted: DA, oB, Op.
Then, (x,y) is the primal part of an equilbrium combination
if, and only if, an (u,v) E R}}m exists satisfying:
u'{~B-n0A} - v' - Op
U'y - ~, V'X - O
Using the well known Kuhn-Tucker condition for optimality,
this property follows from the fact that (x,y) is the primal
part of an equilbrium combination if, and only if, (x,y) is
an optimal solution of the programming problem
{ suP P[ x] ~ B[ x] -,rA[ x] ~ f t( 1-~r ) A[ x] , x~ 0}.
We observe that a dual part of the equilibrium combination in
the sense of (5.5) can be given by (u,u), where
u:- p[ x] -u' {B[ x] -A[ x] }.
11. Numerical aspects.
From ~6 to ~9 it appears that the existence of balanced superior
solutions is proved by constructing a upper semicontinuous
function U[.] on a convex and compact set W in a finite
dimentionai space, such that U[W] ~ W, in such a manner that
the conditions of Kakutani's theorem are satisfied.
P4oreover, the set W is defined by
W:- {w E Rm~z'w ~ M}, z being some positive finite dimensional
vector and M being some positive number. That implies that the
numerical methods developed by Scarf and Eaves (ref.10 and 4)
can be used for the calculation of balanced superior solutions.
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In two cases it is possible to formulate problem (5.5) as a
linear complementarity problem which can be treated by the
Lemke-Howson algorithm (ref. 2 and 9).
In the f irst case, all f.unctions A[ .), B[ ~], and p[ .] are
linear. Representing these functions by mXn-matrices A, B and
by a n-dimensional vector p, problem (5.5) takes the form:
(B-A)xty - f
(B' -~rA' ) u-v -
u'y - 0, v'x -
(Motivation: (u,u) E R}}m satisfies: u'(B-~rA)zfu ~ p'z for
all z E R}, if, and only if: u'(B-nA) ? p').
The corresponding linear complementarity problem can be
formulated as the determination of vectors (u,x) E Rmfn~
(y,v) E Rt}n which satisfy:
f






If the systems {(B-nA)x ~ f, x~ 0} and {(B'-A') ~ p, u? 0}
are solvable, and if, in addition, one of the matrices A, B
are non-negative, then it can be shown that Lemke-Howson's
algorithm will give us at least one equilibrium combination
(ref. 3 and 6 ) .
In the second case, the functions A[ .], B[ .] are linear and
the function p[-] is concave quadratic.
The latter implies that p[-] can be written in the form
q'x - 2 x'Qx, q being a n-vector and Q a symmetric semi-positive
definite nXn-matrix. Using the Kuhn-Tucker representation of
- 17 -
~ 10, and representing the functions A[ ~], B[ ~] by mxn-matrices
A, B, problem (5.5) takes the form:
B-A)xty - f
u'(B-nA)-v' - q'-x'Q (11.3)
u'y - 0, v'x - 0 .









If the systems {(B-~rA)x ~ f, x~ 0} and {u'(B-A) ~ q, u~ 0}
are solvable and if, in addition, one of the matrices A, B
i.5 non-negative, then, with the help of the Lemke-Howson
algorithm, at least one equilibrium can be found. This
statement can be proved in a similar manner as in the linear
case (ref. 3 and 6).
12. Example: one sector model with Cobb-Dou las production
function.
We consider the very simple growth model of ~1, consisting of
the restrictions (1.7) and of the objective function (1.10).
The quantities appearing in this model are specified as follows:
a) growth factor of population: p:- 1.
b) production function: F[k,l]:- ka.ls for all k,l ~ 0, a, s
being positive numbers such that: atg - 1. -
c) The objective function p[c] is supposed to be an increasing
differentiable function of the consumption. For every
- 18 -
amount of consumption c~ 0, the derivative shall be
denoted by dp[c]. So these assumption~imply that for every
c~ 0: dp[ c] ~ 0.
Identifying the components of a vector x E R} by:
(x , x, x, x):- (c, z, k, 1) (being: consumption, investment,1 2 3 4
and aggregate capital per worker and the fraction of productive
workers. viz. ~1) the primal conditions of an equilibrium
combination: {B[ x] -A[ x] fy - f, x~ 0, y~ 0}, can be written:
x f x - xaxs t y - 0
1 2 3 4 1
- x t(1-u)x f y - 0
2 3 2
(12.1)
x, x, x, x, y, y, y ? OJ .
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 -
Defining x5:- xa~xs, for every x E R}, x~ 0 the derivatives
of B[ -], A[ .] can be writte:~, in matrix-form:
1 1 0 0
vslx - o -1 1 0
0 0 0 1
vA x -
0 0 ax ,x Rx~x
S 3 4
0 o u o
0 0 0 0
(12.2)
(12.3)
Using the Kuhn-Tucker representation, the dual condition:
(vB'-~rvA')u-v - vp', can be written:
- 19 -
u - u - v - 0i 2 z
-na(x~x ) u t (1-~ru)u - v - 0
3 1 2 3
-Tfs(X~X )u t ll - V - ~
4 1 3 4
u ,...,u ,V ,...,V ~ ~
I 3 1 4 -
The complementarity relations u'y - 0, v'x - 0 become:
uiyi - 0, i - 1,2,3.
(12.4)
(12.5)
v~xj - 0, j - 1,..,4. (12.6)
Looking for an equilibrium combination with a positive
consumption x~ 0, the conditions (12.1) imply x~ 0,1 9
x~ 0, and x~ 0, and together with (12.6): v- 0, v- 0,
4 2 1 2
v- 0, v- 0, as well.
3 4
Then, the first and the second equality of (12.4) imply:
u - u - dp[ x]. Since dp[ x]~ 0 for all x ~ 0, the thirth
z i i i i
equality of (12.4) and u - u - dp[ x], v - 0 imply:
2 1 1 3
~r a
x3 - 1-nu xs. (12.7)
Further, u~ 0, the fourth equality of (12.4), the relationi
u3y3 - 0(viz. 12.5), and the thirtl equality of (12.1) imply
successively: u3 ~ 0, y3 - p, and x4 - 1. Then, definition
x5:- xaxs, and (12.7) imply:
ián~
x3 - 1-nu) ' (12.8)
One may verify that, with the help of the latter relation all
other quantities x, x, u, u, u can be determined.
1 2 1 2 3
- 20 -
The quotient x ~x may bez s
interpret as the faction of
outputs that will be used
for investents. From (12.7)
and the second equality






where u E[ 0, 1] the coefficient of depreciation and ~r E] 0, 1[
the time-discount factor.
We observe that similar results are found by Hansen and
Koopmans ( ref . 8) in case the functions A[ .], B[ ~], and p[ ~]
satisfy some special conditions, like linearity of A[-], B[.]
and strict concavity of p[-],
Earlier, the existence of equilibrium combinations is
demonstrated in case the functions A[ .], B[ -], p[ .] are linear
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